Dose control with cell lines used for encapsulated cell therapy.
Cell therapy-use of cells to deliver active factors-is an emerging technique in treatment of neurodegenerative disease. Successful devices maintain cell viability and functionality over extended implant periods. Use of dividing cell lines to deliver therapeutic factors has been studied extensively. One emerging issue is the tendency of cells to continue proliferation within the intracapsular environment-potentially outstripping nutrient supply. This work presents a method of controlling proliferation and delivering therapeutic molecules within a dose range. The method entails encapsulation into a hollow fiber device of discrete numbers of cell-containing microcarriers. Proliferation control is attained by embedding cell-containing microcarriers in nonmitogenic hydrogels. PC-12 cells secreting L-dopa and dopamine was the model cell line tested. Feasibility of the method in controlling growth of normally rapidly dividing cells in the intracapsular environment was demonstrated in vitro and in vivo. Control nonmicrocarrier PC-12 cell devices had approximately fourfold greater expansion in cell number compared to experimental microcarrier-containing devices over 4 weeks in vitro and in vivo after implant into rat striatum. Ability to control dose released over a several-fold range was demonstrated with encapsulated PC-12 cells delivering neurotransmitters and C2C12 mouse myoblast cells delivering neurotrophic factors (CNTF).